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STEWARDS DECISION (CIK SYSTEM)

Event.

To. Licence No. Entrant.

Competitor No. Class.

Session.

Date. Decision Time. Decision No.

Following investigations, we find you are guilty of contravening the following regulation(s):
(Please note – You should refer to the Motorsport UK Yearbook as appropriate for the exact
wording of the rules detailed below. Note that neither the penalties nor the decision is appealable
to the National Court: C6.1.1

Infringement

Penalty.

Reason

Signed

……….…………………………………………………………………..

……….…………………………………………………………………..

……….…………………………………………………………………..

I, being the Entrant / Driver / Minor’s Entrant (delete as applicable) of kart number  acknowledge receipt of
the above decision.

Signed:…………………………………………………….. Date: Time:

Event 10 - Warden Law

LORD Isaac 364349 Privateer

57 Senior Rotax

Senior Rotax - Race 13 - Heat 3

23/09/2023 18:54 95

C1.1.9 - Abusive language, behaviour or assault (DSQ from meeting)

DSQ

DSQ from meeting due to abusive language, behaviour or assault.

* Disqualified from meeting - 6 penalty points *

A hearing was held between the drivers of kart 57 and 53, following a report of an incident after the chequred flag. 

The driver of kart 57 made a statement that they were involved in an incident earlier in the race, that resulted in them losing many positions, and after the race, the driver of kart 57 drove up the
side of kart 53, to show he was unhappy and made contact with kart 53.

The driver of kart 53 accepts that an incident occured after the race end and added that 57 drove alongside them and then turned into the side of kart ,53 just before entering the pits. 

It was also stated that the driver of kart 57, then began to shout in parc ferme

After hearing all accounts of the incident by the driver and reviewing footage, The decision of the panel of stewards is a DSQ from meeting and a 30 day suspension of licence
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